Senate Minutes
February 18, 2019
Opening:
Speaker Boos:
Director Burks:

Call to Order
Moment of Silence
Reading of the ASUP Affirmation of Values
Roll Call & Establish Quorum

MOTION TO APPROVE THE MINUTES PASSES BY SENATOR OWEN
Communications:
1. Visitors Open Forum: Ruby Beauchamp, Eco Action Campaign
• Eco action stickers encourage mindfulness around sustainability on campus
• Started by the Ecology Club, now under ASUP’s Sustainability Action Committee
• Asking for ASUP to get the campaign going by taking a pledge to take eco
action, publishing it, & encouraging friends to do the same – similar to the ASL
ice bucket challenge
• Goal: spread the eco action pledge across campus
o Example: pledging to eat vegetarian every weekend
• Is the eco action pledge on the stickers? (VP Gallagher)
o I will email out the pledge and surveys to take and respond by Friday in
order to post eco information with Senator profiles on screens across
campus (Speaker Boos)
o Part of the pledge is calculating your ecological footprint – calculated in
earths (if everyone lived like you, we’d need _____ earths to sustain us).
The pledge is not represented on the stickers, which is why we need your
support in spreading the word
• Can you talk about your overall strategy and goal? (Pres. Nath)
o I envision that the campus culture of UP shifts to become more ecofriendly without imposing huge costs on the university. I want to directly
involve students to encourage them to take on sustainability as their own
personal thing and integrating it into their day-to-day lives. It’s about
making small shifts in people’s thinking and mentality in how we think
about our relationship with the Earth.

•

•

I’ve heard that in the dorms they have problems with recycling lately – would it be
possibility for the Sustainability Committee to partner with the Sustainability
Coordinators in the dorms? (Sen. Mathias)
o I’m hoping to have the CAs and RAs adopt the campaign as well. The
campaign involves everyone – Kirk in Bon App, Andrea in Physical Plant,
professors, faculty/staff
o One of the members of the Sustainability Committee is starting a project in
Shipstad to differentiate between different types of recycling in the dorms,
which we’re hoping to expand across campus (Sen. Moore)
One way to make sustainability more prominent on campus is connecting
sustainability to different clubs and areas – gender & race, immigration,
engineering projects, art

2. Guest Speaker: Fr. Jim Gallagher, Campus Ministry Director
Introduction:
• Came in 2015 to be the Director of Campus
• On campus interest survey in Campus Ministry put Catholicism as the highest
followed by other Christian denominations and then others/no religion
• Campus Ministry staff’s description of Campus Ministry: provides opportunities
for all members of the community to grow in awareness of God’s presence and
God’s invitation to communion (comes from the Catholic tradition). For Christians
this includes growing in the capacity to know, believe, and live out the Good
News of Jesus Christ. This flows from our grounding in the Catholic tradition
inspired by the charism and spirituality of the Congregation of Holy Cross.
• We want to offer opportunities to engage everyone from all faith beliefs –
everyone belongs, including nonbelievers
• The different offerings we have hit on different outcomes – there’s no one
outcome for all
• We didn’t want to become a program-based ministry. Instead, we give
responsibilities to staff and find programs that fit in that way
o Veronicca Bathon: Campus Minister for Faith Formation à opportunities
for students of all faith backgrounds
o Annie Boyle: Program Director for Retreats & Student Development à
opportunities for Christians to come together on campus
o Alex Roth: Campus Minister for Evangelization and Catechesis à
opportunities for Catholic students – prayer specifically
• We’re always trying to find ways to do things better – become more efficient à
reevaluate small programs and try to meet more people with what we’re offering
• Also working on greater collaboration among the members of Campus Ministry
as well as across campus - for example, Residence Life, the Health &
Counseling Center
• Student Leadership Cabinet: new in Campus Ministry – meets once a month
each semester to talk about what’s going on in each offering/area

•

•

I’m hoping to provide students greater ownership of their faith – owning their faith
here and develop a foundation so that they can carry it with them when they
graduate from UP
I always welcome feedback in terms of things you think Campus Ministry needs
to address that’s missing and ways to collaborate more

Q & A:
• I’ve seen successful collaborations between Campus Ministry and the Moreau
Center and I’ve been really impressed with how that’s cast a broader net,
specifically in residence halls, catching students that didn’t know how Campus
Ministry overlaps with other areas on campus. I think a lot of students base their
perception off of what they hear about Campus Ministry, like Encounter or hall
mass. I’d recommend continuing that kind of collaboration (Sen. Owen)
o There’s something about sharing a space that things start happening
• One thing we were talking about in our Diversity Committee meeting and
focusing on is having interfaith dialogue. Opus Week had a meaningful event on
campus with the interfaith service in the Chapel. Muslim students have told me
that for them, that extending of their faith in the chapel space made them feel like
Campus Ministry was not what they perceived it to be originally. I think putting
that more at the forefront and using ASUP as a tool to spread the word about
events like that would mean the world to students who come from different faith
traditions. That’d be a really great way to make Campus Ministry more of a
relatable place for students who might not identify as Catholic (Pres. Nath)
o I think you’re right and that’s one of the things on my mind – what are the
ways that we can draw wider swaths of the community together for
conversations and prayer. I’d love to do something – have a panel
conversation and find some of these areas of connection. To have
different religions talking about what we understand mercy, peace, and
God to be. Some of these themes that aren’t necessarily about being right
or wrong but about our different perceptions. There’s a lot of room for that
and lots of great ideas – how are we going to do it in terms of planning,
but also inviting people in.
o I think ASUP is a great resource for that. With our broad network, we can
be a tool for identifying students of different perspectives (Pres. Nath)
o That’s the key thing – bringing people together and if you do run across a
student who’s Hindu, for example, we can use our resources for them.
With the Jewish Student Union, we helped reserve spaces for them. So for
students and groups on campus that are here but don’t feel like anyone
really cares about them, we are happy to use what we have to create
spaces for people to worship and talk well, and find other resources.
• In regard to making Campus Ministry seem more welcoming to students of
different religious backgrounds – there is a perspective that the language used
by Campus Ministry is very Catholic and Jesus Christ-heavy, which is
understandable as a Catholic university, but that’s one of the biggest things I’ve
heard from students of non-Catholic backgrounds. Also, more explicit support for
other religions on the website (VP Gallagher).

•

•

•

How do you view Campus Ministry supporting non-Catholic and Catholic
students whose views are not in line with the magisterium? For instance, isn’t
there a pro-life organization under Campus Ministry? Is there a Catholics for
Choice organization under Campus Ministry as well? (VP Gallagher)
o No, but if somebody is interested in that, we can have a conversation
about it. I think the challenge is how do we represent what the Church is
teaching but also let’s have conversations that create the space for a
mutual respect and good articulations of the different perspectives. We are
a Catholic institution so we’ll come from a certain perspective, but it’s also
recognizing that there are different perspectives – we need to make sure
that the facts are understood and that we’re clearing up misconceptions. I
want this to be a space where people can ask questions and have
conversations. I’m not interested in silencing all conversation that doesn’t
agree with the Catholic Church. Young people are suspicious of
institutions, so going in and saying that the Church says this so do this
won’t work, but young people are looking for inspiration, for meaning and
purpose. It’s through searching and conversations that people will come to
a kind of appreciation and understanding of what they know to be true.
As someone who wasn’t raised Catholic, I’ve struggled when there are scandals
about abuse that come out in the Church. One of the ways I would love Campus
Ministry to engage the student body is to open dialogues about that. It’s hard to
process and go to a Catholic school knowing that these abuses are happening
(Sen. Krigger)
o What I’ve heard from Catholic students is that it’s really helpful when they
go into church services and talk about that – it’d be helpful to involve the
entire student population, beyond mass (Speaker Boos)
o Let’s do this – it needs to be talked about. It’s hard to know what students
are thinking. I knew these things were hard on faculty, but I couldn’t gauge
where students were at or what the right timing was. If you have ideas
about how we can do this, like a listening session, I’d love to hear it.
o At Loyola Marymount University Irish Catholic artists came in with art
pieces displaying art in their student center that spoke to the abuses within
the Catholic Church. You don’t necessarily need to have a forum or
dialogue, there are a lot of different avenues to start this kind of dialogue
(Ryan Thoms, proxy for Sen. Kasper)
o I think you’re right – doing something more on display, creates an
acknowledgement in a broader way.
o Also it might be useful to partner with different clubs on campus, like
SASA (Sen. Moore)
o I’m very interested in doing that.
One of the things that I really like that you’ve said is that we need to create a
dialogue, a conversation. But from my understanding, Catholic Church positions
are usually nonnegotiable in regards to the magisterium and the catechism. Does
the dialogue have undertones of evangelization or of trying to show someone the
teachings of the Catholic Church? How do you craft the conversations to be

genuine but honest to the fact that we’re a Catholic university with certain beliefs
that are nonnegotiable to a certain extent? (VP Gallagher)
o You’re right – there are certain things that are bigger than we are. With the
magisterium to the Catholic Church, there’s 2,000 years of history. It’s
being fine-tuned in the understanding of how it’s being applied today, so
we don’t get to determine truth, but we can determine how we live out
these things in our day-to-day and relationships. How does the University
of Portland live these guiding principles out in our day-to-day and how do
we do that in a way that’s not oppressive, but helping people live in that?
There’s the teachings of the Catholic Church but each individual can
decide to take it as it is or wrestle with it, which can be understood better
through conversations. Let’s start with the values and have conversations
about the finer points. We’ve got to be able to sit down and understand
each other, have conversations, and come to a deeper respect of each
other as well as a greater understanding of our beliefs.
New Business: Proposed Bylaws Update, Senator Owen
•
•

•

•

Through revising the Bylaws of the Constitution there are discrepancies between
what’s written and what’s being practiced
Bylaws: the government practices à Senate duties
o No explicit mention of Senator projects – only implied
o Outlined duties: meeting attendance, two weekly office hours, meet
weekly with constituents, present constituent reports at the meetings,
Molly Hightower service event each semester
o Students have an issue in knowing what ASUP does à need to have an
explicit requirement to do projects in order to have the infrastructure set in
place and document and measure projects
To be added to the Senate Bylaws under Article 1, Section 2 (Senate Duties)
o What other university student governments do: require that student
government members measurably complete a project and show what
they’ve done in order to run for another position
o If we’re not doing this for the money or because it’s a fun thing to do, we
should be doing it to achieve projects with tangible results for the student
body. We shouldn’t feel entitled to continue in these positions without
measurable success in projects
o The completion of a project shows that we’re engaged, that we care, and
can be shown to the student body at the end of the year
o Proposal: “All senators should be required to have measurably and
successfully completed at least one project to be considered for eligibility
in a subsequent election for any position within the Senate. Adherence to
and fulfillment of this requirement shall be charged unto the Senate
Oversight Committee, in conjunction with the designated Advisor to the
Senate and, ultimately, in cooperation with the Vice President and
Elections Committee to determine effects on eligibility.”
Implementation:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o Requires additional check-ins with the Oversight Committee –
accountability, support
Do we have to finish the project report before elections? (Sen. Moore)
o That would make sense to a degree. Hopefully within the course of the
semester, it makes sense to formulate projects to fit that deadline.
So it can be an in-progress report too? (Sen. Moore)
o It’s case-by-case. Working with the Oversight Committee and Executive
Board will be helpful to determine the details. I’d hope we have some kind
of attainable project to be completed by March.
What is a project and how does the fluidity of it go with the committees and what
Senators accomplish? (Sen. Paumier)
o I can’t give a clear cut definition of what a project is – that’s something we
need to talk about. Conceptualizing what a project is is important. The
scope or capability of any Senator is different – people have different
passions about what they want to do, so we want to make this an
equitable policy by finding common ground. For example, we can find
shared characteristics to make sure projects are measurable, attainable.
What’s to stop the Oversight Chair from exercising discretionary power in a way
that’s more selective? And do you see a problem in that this power is given to a
person who is not elected by the student body, but appointed? (Ryan Thoms,
proxy for Sen. Kasper)
o That’s why they’d work with the advisor and this is where it’s different than
dismissal, it’s a stipulation for candidacy. I don’t see a unilateral way to
enforce this, and I think it’s important to have an active role of the
Oversight Committee along with the advisor and along with the Elections
Committee. Having a multilateral approach might help address that.
What about non-Senators who run for elected positions? (Sen. Mathias)
o That’s where we need to be clear – there’s nothing in the Constitution or
Bylaws that says Senators need to do projects in their duties. There’s
more crystallization in the committees, but any student can join a
committee and take on a project. If someone’s in a job for a year and they
have nothing to show for it, should they still be in that job? And this would
apply to Senate, not Executive Board.
o But for non-Senators running campaigns (Sen. Mathias)
o It’s about showing that you can be held to these standards and have
something to show for it after being in the position for a year.
In regards to completing a project – what’s your idea in terms of assisting on
events and how much of that would count? (VP Gallagher)
o I think it’s important that Senators take the initiative but I don’t see why we
can’t all take on a project and ask for help in it. Cooperation is essential in
terms of bigger projects.
In terms of giving power to the Oversight Committee, would it be possible to give
more discretionary power to Senate? (Sen. Joglekar)
o For any of this, we’d have to decide on it. The whole point of Oversight
Committee is that they shouldn’t be biased, so they should be able to take
charge of the initial enforcement of this, but we should all be unbiased in

terms of carrying our weight for the people who elected us. Putting that on
all of us could be contentious but we should consider it.
~Senate breaks into caucuses to discuss~
Thoughts:
• Thoughts from Jeromy: 1) What happens if you are a freshman and don’t run at
all until Senior Year – who will measure your success/prove what you’ve
accomplished? 2) Is there going to be clear criteria, a system set up? 3) If we
have a voting student body, shouldn’t some of this be left in the hands of the
constituents to determine if we’ve completed our projects, rather than solely with
ASUP?
• I definitely think there needs to be some sort of structure in terms of
accountability. I noticed that as a Senator for two years, there were some that
accomplished great projects but others that did literally nothing, and there was no
enforcement and there was a lack of accountability in terms of moving forward
and getting reelected. The only problem I have is tying this in with elections, I
think that gets tricky. I don’t know what the answer is now, but I think there needs
to be something in the Constitution and Bylaws about projects and accountability
(Dir. Burks)
• I was never a Senator but I was a coordinator for one year and transitioned to
assistant director and I wish I could’ve been a coordinator for two years because
I learned from the mistakes I made and could’ve learned even more. I think it
makes sense to give Senators the opportunity to learn from their mistakes and
run again. Also increasing accountability is important (Dir. Sullivan)
• I think we need to be careful about our language in terms of completion of a
project – progress might be better and measured. I also think there needs to be
some sort of check and balance with the Oversight Committee (VP Gallagher)
• I agree that there should be more accountability for different projects, but I see a
slippery slope in mixing it with elections in any way (Dir. Wester)
• I think maximizing our efficiency as an organization is in line with our values and
mission. Two perspectives coming from my experience as a Senator and equity:
1) Keep in mind that the Oversight Committee isn’t paid. Their responsibility is to
check-in on office hours and sit-in on meetings, but these students are
volunteering their time. 2) Making sure that there are more checks in place in
terms of elections, so that a student who is doing work is not being targeted
unfairly due to biases within Senate. However we decide eligibility concerns, they
should be strongly defined (Pres. Nath)
• We should put this in context in terms of the Senate stipend and it’s good that
we’re talking about transparency and accountability. This is a specific type of job
– it’s elected and paid, so it’s tricky. I think that changing the Bylaws is a really
important conversation (Advisor Tyler Zimmerman)
• We are elected by the student body. It is not on us to place limitations in terms of
who the student body can elect. As part of these changes, we must change how
the Oversight Committee works, is selected, and how it’s involved with Senate. I
thought there was only one person on the committee – a lot of Senate doesn’t

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

know about it. I’d want to avoid bureaucratic red-tape paperwork with this
resolution – have Senators work with Oversight Committee at the beginning of
the year and then work with an advisor and Speaker of the Senate over the year
(Sen. Taylor)
The spirit of the resolution is a very good thing – we talk a lot that people care
about accountability and transparency. What this student government lacks is
both those things. I think we work hard to do it but nobody knows what we do.
People don’t know what happens in Senate. Having people document the
projects they’re doing creates real transparency about what this organization
does. This creates actual accountability and transparency to complete projects
so that future Senates and constituents know what we did and we have
something to show from our time in Senate (Sen. Krigger)
The spirit of the resolution is great but there’s a philosophical problem – the
student body is supposed to decide who they want to represent them, but there is
a lack of information about ASUP in what they do. This discretion would be best
to leave it to Executive Board to decide (Ryan Thoms, proxy for Sen. Kasper)
If we want to use Executive Board in any capacity, we need to further decide
what it is they do. Tying this not explicitly to eligibility makes the most sense. We
can have meetings where you have to report on what you did (Sen. Musquiz)
I think the idea of avoiding red-tape is ludicrous because there is so little
accountability. There’s not a lot that we are constitutionally required to do.
There’s not a lot of red-tape that exists (Sen. Krigger)
There’s just a form that we fill out and that doesn’t seem like enough for
accountability (Sen. Moore)
I think the word project needs to be defined, because some of our main roles are
meeting with administration and transferring important information, but that
doesn’t necessarily fall under the word project and there’s not always a start and
end date (Sen. Millett)
It’s important that we’re keeping ourselves accountable, whether that’s a form
that we fill out or something, but it’s tricky when we bring that into elections
because you may have worked on a project but it didn’t turn out to be a success.
The language is an issue (Sen. Mayer)
You should already be talking to your constituents anyway and you’re all on
committees, so we should be trying to do something. Not all projects are created
equal and we may need to further define what a project is, but I think we need to
change “measurably and successfully completed” to “measurably completed on
____ timeframe” (VP Gallagher)
I think we should take projects out of the language because it’s hard to define.
We could change it to have Senators meet with Oversight Committee and fill out
a form and then define the details of the checks and balances process (Sen.
Joglekar)
We’ll continue this conversation next week. Please respond about meeting with
me – I’ve reached out several times and have met with less than half of you
(Speaker Boos)

Reports

Executive Board Report, President Nath:
• Last week was very productive
• Met with Fr. Poorman – great reception to the work we’re doing, especially with
the Diversity Committee
• Student Center survey is going live this week
• Working with Kavya and Surabhi on the Holi event
• Met with Brandon over the weekend with diversity club leaders about concerns
with the ASUP budgeting process – great insights and clarifications, smaller
turnout than expected, but great feedback. One of the most important things from
their side about ASUP was showing up to diversity events – showing up matters
• The Diversity Committee met – Diversity Roundtable on Infaith Dialogue set for
next Thursday 7:00 pm à meeting after the Senate meeting next Monday – will
be presenting information to Provost Greene & the Core Curriculum Committee
• Met with Ruby Beauchamp earlier about the eco pledge – please commit!
• Meeting with the Martin Luther King service committee, made up of DIP and the
Moreau Center to talk about ASUP’s future involvement in the event
• Met with P-Plant on Friday about getting furniture for the ASUP Office
Elections & Services Report, VP Gallagher:
• Elections form is now open! Submit the application if you want to run for a
position for next year – must be available for Candidates Night and Speech Night
• Planning Speech Night – town hall, Leslie Knope style
• Candidates Night: March 11 at 7:00 pm
• Speech Night: March 21 at 7:00 pm in the Quiet Side of the Commons
• March 26 & 27 voting - winners announced at 8:00 pm on March 27
• Espresso UP: partnering with BSU for the Love of Chocolate event on February
28 at 7:00 pm in St. Mary’s. Dogs coming to Espresso UP on February 27
• Pilot Express: working on Double Maps soft opening. Spring break sign-ups
close this Friday, February 22
• Checking with Theresa regarding composting
• ASUP Films: two screenings (Sen. Taylor)
o Crazy Rich Asians on Sunday at 7:00 pm in BC Aud
o Complicit with the College Ecology Club on Thursday at 7:00 pm in BC
208
• STI Testing with the Health & Counseling Center extended to February 28 due to
positive response rate à working with The Beacon to inform the student body
• Working on report about dirty ASUP vans
• SASA’s Consent 101 Workshop this Wednesday at 7:00 pm in Shiley 301
Finance Report, Director Wester:
• Funded BSU’s Love of Chocolate event through the Opportunity Grant
• Opportunity Grant is not for supplementing events that have already gone
through the budget process – it’s for new events or opportunities on campus

•

Met with diversity leaders over the weekend to clarify the ASUP budget process
– misinterpretation: that ASUP funds according to groups. ASUP funds on a clubby-club basis. We focus on student-incurred costs

Communications Report, Director Burks:
• Shout out to Joey, Lane, & Ryan for their help with the ASUP Kissing Booth on
Thursday! Joey will report more
• ASUP promo event on Friday, February 22 at Pilots After Dark
• Problems with the Qualtrics survey but hoping to have it ready by Wednesday –
advertising it during tabling
• Senator posters are being displayed on a 2-week rotation across campus by
OSA
• Working with Michael to help advertise the ASUP application – ordered flyers
through the Print Shop, to be distributed on campus and passed out during
tabling
CPB Report, Director Sullivan:
• 30 tickets refunded, 20 resold. Tickets resold through the OSA, $10. 5 guest
tickets available
• Busses loading through the Lund Family Annex at 8:30 pm
Student Affairs Committee Report, Senator Krigger:
• KDUP playing at the Pilot House – Sen. Musquiz & Emily Nelson of KDUP
working with Kirk and meeting with P-House managers to coordinate days &
times
• Sens. Krigger, Mayer, & Mitchell working on the ASUP manual for freshmen in
coordination with Executive Board
• Diversity & inclusion resource list posted on Engage under the ASUP document
section – info from Tshombé in the Moreau Center
• Sens. Taylor & Owen working on inter-visitation policy changes
• Sens. Taylor, Joglekar, & Krigger working with ASUP Films to partner with
political climate for women’s month to screen On the Basis of Sex, sponsored by
the Political Science Department & Mock Trial – date TBD, reaching out to
Feminist Discussion Group to partner
• Sens. Mitchell, Musquiz, Joglekar, Mandla, & Lauren Kerr are meeting to
coordinate partners to solidify events in March for women’s month
• Holi festival – coordinated by Sens. Joglekar & Mandla, meeting with Pres. Nath
to discuss ASUP sponsorship
• Sen. Joglekar & VP Gallagher meeting about accessibility in education services
• VP Gallagher meeting with the Health & Counseling Center regarding the
licensing of psychologists
• Sen. Mandla compiled list of dorm’s Intercultural Coordinators and invited them
to come to Diversity Committee meetings
• Sen. Joglekar working with Lauren Kerr to write a piece to The Beacon to
increase media discussing politics as part of expanding political dialogue

Infrastructure Committee Report, Senator O’Connell:
• Janiece & Sustainability Committee found a faculty member to take over SLUG
over the summer & are working on promo items to come out this summer
• Andre Hutchinson working on the costs for the Franz water bottle fillers proposal
– likely on one or two floors, not all three
• Sen. Mathias is now a chair member of Celebrate North Portland (Sen. Mathias)
o Part of the UPNA. Likely to be held probably in the Quiet Side of the
Commons – inviting North Portland business owners that have helped the
community to a celebration and handout awards. UP is looking to send
five other students to the committee – Saturday, March 2, first weekend of
Spring Break
Communications Committee Report, Senator Paumier:
• Grant in contact with a web tech about adding a constituency report section to
the Pilots website
o They had one but didn’t know where the reports have gone over the past
three years – they are currently looking into it and hopefully add the
submission form on Engage
• Great student response from the ASUP Kissing Booth
• Brainstormed ideas for how to make the office friendlier & more welcoming
• Discussed tabling logistics – expanding hours in the Library
• Coordinating with Joe for Sens. Mitchell & Mayer to table during Espresso UP
Academic Affairs Committee Report, Ryan Thoms (proxy for Sen. Kasper):
• Sen. Anderson meeting with Sam Williams about Degree Works
• Sen. Millett and VP Gallagher met with Dean Shillam of the Nursing School –
receptive about student feedback, making changes, looking for ways to get
information to students about the new program
• Sens. Kasper & Anderson working with the Library about survey responses – 24
hour space, water bottle fillers
• Sens. Musquiz & Kasper met with CAS Dean Medina about current & future
projects
• Junior Parents Weekend = success
Constituency Reports
1. Tours were in the Commons all at the same time à super long lines (Sen.
Moore)
2. Shipstad’s recycling is completely shutdown for now because students weren’t
separating items correctly (Sen. Moore)
3. Cobwebs covering the back window of the Commons (Sen. Mayer)
4. Reason for raise in prices of course packs: a company now checks our course
packs about copyright – done by individual professors before, which held UP
liable for being sued. The funds now go back to the university by having them in
the bookstore rather than the print shop (Sen. Millett)

5. Option to live in dorms without food plan (Sen. Paumier)
6. Introduction of manga into the Library (Sen. Paumier)
7. ID scanner rather than swiping to get into dorms (Sen. Paumier)
8. The people do want manga (Sen. Taylor)
9. Extend hours in Beauchamp to 8:00 am on weekends (Sen. Taylor)
10. More people hired in the Health & Counseling Center – having to wait weeks
amidst mental health crises (Sen. Taylor)
11. Blocked off trash shoots in Villa (Sen. Taylor)
12. Reached out to people in the neighborhood about bringing their dogs to campus
à starting to walk dogs here more (Sen. Mathias)
13. Aggressive squirrels on campus (Sen. Mitchell)
14. Campus-wide wifi has notoriously been bad à Help Desk said the problem is the
router box access points in dorms – biggest problems in Hag Ty & Christie (Sen.
Paino)
15. Mack’s Market should sell shampoo & conditioner (Sen. Taylor)
Open Forum
1. University of Portland Spirit Committee now set up (Speaker Boos)
2. Next Monday, February 25, Junior Class Town-hall Event in the Quiet Side of the
Commons from 7:00 – 9:00 pm (Sen. Owen)
3. UP Market meeting regularly on Mondays à Earth Week during week of April 11:
various events – make-your-own face masks, Sustainability & Innovation Market
à E-scholars promoting their inventions. Kirk has signed off on sponsoring
events (Sen. Moore)
a. Partnering with on-campus clubs/organizations for events à reach out
with ideas and to volunteer
4. Green Dot Training this Saturday, February 23 – encourage Senate attendance
(Sen. Taylor)
5. Fresh Check Day on March 27 (Sen. Taylor)
6. Crazy Rich Asians screening on Sunday at 7:00 pm in BC Aud & Complicit
screening on Thursday at 7:30 pm in BC 208
7. Events for Engineering Week: (Sen. O’Connell)
a. Engineering Society Action Committee (ESAC) Town-hall on Wednesday
from 6:00-7:00 pm in Shiley 123
b. Trivia Night on Thursday at 5:45 pm in the Chiles Hall of Fame Room –
RSVP required
c. Society of Women Engineering Club STEM Career Fair for all STEM
majors on Friday from 1:00 – 4:00 pm in the Quiet Side of the Commons
8. The goats are available on Sunday mornings from 10:00 am – 1:00 pm, looking
to expand to weekday hours (Sen. Mathias)
9. Met with Awards Banquet Committee – looking for eight volunteers to help set up
for the event day-of (Sen. Mayer)

